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[5]. A compact CP microstrip antenna is prescer,i , ,i.,s
paper . Here, the compactness is achieved using a drum -shaped
structure, and CP can be obtained by appropriate selection of
the central width . The proposed design requires only the
adjustment of a single parameter so that its construction is
simpler compared to the above-mentioned antennas.
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a. ANTENNA DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

-^*r.oact drum-shaped antenna
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`mica e;;cited by an electromagnetic con pi ng using a 51) 5
mienestrig feedline of length L, at Ye ), as shown in
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WP = 0.3 cm on a substrate of the same ttiicicness and permit-
tivity is kept below the antenna to provide the coupling. It is
hound that , for a central width W, = 2 .4 cm, two orthogonal
resonant modes merge to produce circular polarization. By
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Figure 2 Variation of return loss with frequency
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Figure 3 Measured axial ratio against frequency

properly adjusting the feedpoint position FP (xo = 0.8 cm,
y,) = 0.8 cm) the maximum CP bandwidth is achieved.

Figure 2 shows the measured return loss against frequency
of the proposed antenna. The 2: 1 VSWR impedance band-
width is 88 MHz, and the 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth is 17
MHz. By considering the center frequency at 1.68 GHz,
where a minimum axial ratio is observed, the proposed design

180

has an impedance bandwidth of 5.2% and a CP bandwidth of
1.013%.

The measured axial ratio versus frequency is presented in
Figure 3. The WW/W ratio is the parameter which decides the
separation between two resonant frequencies, and when it
becomes 0.4444, the separation between the two frequencies
is minimum , and circular polarization is achieved.

The E- and H-plane copolar and cross-polar patterns at
the central frequency are shown in Figure 4. The copolar
patterns are almost similar to that of a drum-shaped antenna.
This microstrip antenna provides an area reduction of 42%
compared to a standard rectangular antenna operating at the
same frequency, and this accounts for its compactness.

3. CONCLUSION

A compact circularly polarized microstrip antenna is pre-
sented. This antenna uses the variation of the central width
of the drum-shaped antenna for the excitation of two orthog-
onal modes for CP radiation. The use of a single parameter
makes the proposed antenna design easily implemented with
a great reduction in area.
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Figure 4 Radiation pattern of the antenna at the center frequency

1.68 GHz. (a) H-plane patterns. (b) E-plane patterns. -copolar.

------cross polar
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tremely sharp peaks at the lateral spectral frequencies that
coincide with the real parts of the surface-wave poles. There-
fore a more sophisticated method should be utilized for
accurate integration, such as a 20-point Gaussian quadrature.
Besides, the original finite integration limits effectively may
be replaced by kX/kn = -20.0 and + 20.0 without causing
noticeable errors since a significant variation concentrates
between the two points. Similarly, remarkable peaks exist in
ate low spectral range for the off-diagonal spectral matrix
elements , and a major amplitude variation resides between
kx/ko = -40.0 and +40.0, which are recommended to re-
place the original infinite limits as well.
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